Biosimilars in oncology: everybody agrees but nobody uses?
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Summary. Reducing the cost of biologics is an important avenue for addressing financial toxicity in oncology, one of the biggest challenges for health systems. The use of biosimilars, the cheaper alternatives to biologics, is an important strategy to that end. But the enthusiasm of developing biosimilars is meaningless if they get to the market, but they’re not prescribed by the physicians, concerned by unexpected side effects or inferior efficacy. A recent study found no differences between biosimilars and erythropoietin stimulating agents originators in the composite outcome including all-cause mortality, blood transfusion and major cardiovascular events. Such studies are important to allay the concerns of physicians and patients regarding the use of biosimilars. Physician and patient education, backed by clinical guidelines and patient advocacy groups, are the keys to improving the uptake of biosimilars in clinical practice.

Financial toxicity is emerging as one of the biggest challenges of modern cancer care due to the high cost of new cancer drugs. This skyrocketing cost of modern cancer drugs has pushed cancer care beyond the realms of affordability for the majority of cancer patients. The majority of these newer expensive agents are biologics. Indeed, biologics account for the highest oncology-related drug expenditures in outpatient clinics despite being relatively fewer in number. Thus, reducing the cost of biologics remains an important avenue for addressing financial toxicity in oncology and the use of biosimilars, the cheaper alternatives to biologics, represents an important strategy to that end.

The European Medicines Agency (EMA) defines a biosimilar medicine as a medicinal product, which is similar to a biological medicine that has already been authorized (the “biological reference medicine”). Europe has been leading the movement to use biosimilars with regulatory approval process in place as early as 2005. Indeed, while EU approved its first biosimilar (epoetin alfa and filgrastim) in 2007, the US did so (filgrastim) only in 2015. It is noteworthy that the first few biosimilars were of drugs used in supportive care of cancer, an area frequently overlooked in the discussion of financial toxicity. Indeed, biosimilar erythropoietin stimulating agents (ESAs) costs 25-30% less than the branded epoetin alfa and thus improve both the accessibility and affordability of this drug used in the management of chemotherapy induced anemia.

However, the tale of biosimilars in oncology is twisted. The development and approval of biosimilars is challenging; the adoption of approved biosimilars is a bigger challenge. The whole enthusiasm of developing biosimilars is meaningless if a biosimilar gets to market but isn’t prescribed by the physicians. A certain amount of caution is understandable and necessary because unlike generics, a biosimilar has modifications of original compound. That’s also why a biosimilar, unlike a generic, has to undergo trials and validations to demonstrate bioequivalence to the original product before it gets approved. However, there are challenges even with the trials of biosimilars because physicians don’t want to enroll their patients just in case the biosimilar proves inferior. Another concern is the emergence of sometimes unexpected side effects with biosimilars. For example, the association of pure red cell aplasia with an erythropoietin biosimilar led to fears about incorporating biosimilars into practice easily. Hence, in order to appease the concerns regarding efficacy as well as safety of biosimilars, real world evidence (RWE) becomes crucial. Encouraging data from RWE helps build confidence among physicians in prescribing biosimilars.
In this context, a recent study published by Italian colleagues comparing the effectiveness and safety of biosimilars versus originators of ESAs is very topical and important. In a population-based cohort from Lazio, Italy, the authors analyzed 13470 incident ESA users in the setting of chronic kidney disease (n=8161) or oncology (n=5309) between 2012-2014 using a registry. Thankfully and unsurprisingly, the study found no differences between biosimilars and originators in the composite outcome including all-cause mortality, blood transfusion and major cardiovascular events. In the oncology setting, the originators in fact suggested a possible detriment versus biosimilars with regards to all-cause mortality (HR for biosimilars versus originators 0.82, 0.70-0.97) although the composite outcome didn’t show such differences. The authors appropriately conducted a sensitivity analysis in a subgroup of oncology patients and found that the cause of death was cancer in 41.9% patients on originator versus 35.9% patients on biosimilars. The authors also conducted genetic matched analysis (a method of multivariate matching) and found similar results including possible detriment with originators in cancer patients. Although possible detriment in all-cause mortality with ESAs have been demonstrated in previous trials of originators, the main take-home here rather is that the biosimilars were safe and effective. If anything, the biosimilars are more protective than the originators but this is a hypothesis to be explored in future studies.

While all the caveats of RWE do apply, this is a well-conducted study and the authors have done their best to control as many confounders as possible. Although some important confounders such as iron supplementation, body-mass index etc. haven’t been controlled and 6 months of follow-up mightn’t be enough to pick-up late signals, this study goes a long way to encourage and promote the use of ESA biosimilars in routine practice.

The credibility of RWE especially lies in the consistencies of findings. In this context, it is important to review another RWE study in the same setting published last year, again from Italian colleagues. Among 1003 incident ESA users from CKD and cancer setting, they found that the dispensed doses of biosimilars and originators were comparable and at three months, all raised Hemoglobin (Hb) levels similarly by an average of 2gm/dl. Taken together, these studies clearly suggest that biosimilar ESAs provide similar efficacy and safety (or may even be more protective) to originator ESAs. However, despite being approved in 2007, the uptake of ESA biosimilars has been very limited. Indeed, it is worrying to see that only 154 of 8161 CKD patients and 453 of 5309 cancer patients on ESAs received biosimilars. For the oldest biosimilar, it is disheartening to see such poor uptake and some serious questions need to be asked on why the market penetration of cheaper alternative to an expensive drug has been so poor. Some concerns on efficacy and safety as discussed above are legitimate but doesn’t explain completely such poor uptake. The public health care system such as that existing in Italy could be one more incentive for physicians/patients not to seek cheaper biosimilar alternatives. However, as was recently shown, financial toxicity remains a severe problem affecting mortality even in the public health system of Italy. Thus, it is very appropriate that this study, also from Italy, tries to appease the users on the concerns of safety and efficacy of biosimilars.

Indeed, all these efforts to develop and trial biosimilars are in vain if they’re not adopted in routine clinical practice. Thus, our efforts should be focused on improving the uptake of biosimilars. To that end, such RWE informing the efficacy, safety and practice patterns are very crucial. Another key point of intervention is education among physicians and patients. Indeed, as all decisions of treatment are made between the physician and the patient, all measures are rendered futile if not implemented by the physician or not accepted by the patient. Thus, physician and patient education forms a key strategy and data from such RWE are useful to achieve the purpose.

More importantly, clinical guidelines and patient advocacy groups form key pillars of this education channel. Sadly though, in the US it is known that many reputed guidelines have conflicted interests with pharmaceutical organizations thus muddling the water. Similar researches into the European (and global) guidelines or patient groups are also needed and could explain at least partly the problem of poor uptake of biosimilars. In any case, conflict-free clinical guidelines and patient organizations are keys to improving the uptake of biosimilars in clinical practice.

Having emphasized on the uptake of biosimilars, it is also important not to forget the importance of continued post marketing vigilance. Prospective observational registry-based studies of biosimilars with longer follow up should be encouraged. In case of ESA biosimilars in oncology, the possible protective effect of biosimilars versus originators is an important observation that deserves serious consideration in future studies. And last, but not the least, appropriate prescribing should always be practiced irrespective of biosimilars/originators. This is particularly important because cheaper price can sometimes encourage rampant prescription. For instance, when sunitinib was available for free to Nepalese cancer patients (http://www.livemint.com/Companies/hJJQ8FkJ8hMN1k025poCnPfizer-to-launch-free-Sutent-access-programme-in-Nepal.html), many
cancer patients in Nepal were being prescribed sunitinib off-label simply because it was available for free. Thus, at the other end of the biosimilar uptake spectrum, lies the overuse of biosimilars due to relatively cheaper price. It should be remembered here that ESAs (originators or biosimilars) are not frequently needed in cancer care. The objective in using ESAs in cancer patients is to avoid transfusion and related effects. ESAs themselves come with a price, increasing the risk of thrombosis and possibility of reducing survival and time to tumor progression. Knee-jerk use of transfusion or ESAs must be avoided based solely on an arbitrary hemoglobin cut-off. For a cancer patient, it mightn’t matter much whether his Hb is 10 or 11 if it doesn’t lead to any symptomatic changes. Indeed, we are never treating anemia, we are always treating a cancer patient who has anemia and for that individual, anemia may or may not be his/her concern or the cause of symptoms. Furthermore, major guidelines don’t recommend the use of ESAs in cancer patients who are not on active therapy or receiving non-myeloablative therapy or receiving myeloablative therapy with curative intent. The whole patient and his/her disease status must, therefore, be considered before institution of ESA therapies. Indeed, in cancer medicine, it is as important to practice “avoiding wisely” as it is to “choosing wisely”.

In cases where ESA therapy is judged to outweigh the risks, it becomes the responsibility of a physician to recommend a biosimilar given the reassuring evidence. A study has shown that 100% conversion to biosimilars in a hypothetical population of 100,000 patients would allow an additional 12,913 rituximab, 5171 bevacizumab or 4908 trastuzumab treatments under weight-based dosing. It would be a double-standard by the oncology community to raise voice against financial toxicities of cancer treatment, clinical trial methods, and supportive treatments of cancer.
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